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The British are back!
There are two news items in this month's System House,

the like of which we have never published before. Our
annual review of acquisitions (p10/11) reports on the
acquisition successes of many UK companies. And our
front page reports the very welcome news that McDonnell
Douglas Information Systems International (MDISI) is to
become a major UK owned CSI company after the M80
from its US parent.

McDonnell Douglas Information Systems International

MDISI isfast becoming the classic ☜hardware independent"
systems integrator, specialising inthe health, police
and local
9 o v e r n m e n t

markets. They had
been considered as
☜non-core☝ by their
US parent for some
years. Indeed, CEO
Jeremy Causley
had been put in to
sell the operation.
First, Tymnet was

sold to BT and then the CAD/
CAM operations went to EDS.
Aftertalking to many companies
about purchasingthe remaining
parts, he and 16 other
managers decided that an M30
was a better route for all parties.

Inthe yearto 31st Dec. 91 , MDISI reported revenues
of £1 40m and PET of £14.25m. However, the figure
would have been £17.5m if the CAD/CAM losses of
£3.25m had been excluded. Revenues of £180m
are estimated for 1992 with profits of around £20m. MDISI
are keeping mum about the consideration until McD's own
results are published. However, we have beentold thatthe
upfront consideration was$180m(not£aswidely reported)
with a further $20m deferred element - is. around £125m.
If the figures are correct. that is a P/E of just 10. The
company should therefore start with a sporting chance of
success without too heavy an interest burden. Baring
Capital Investors was the lead investor. The management

will have a ☜minority stake". A Stock Exchange floatation
could occur as early as 1994.

As readers knowwe have bemoaned thefact that so many
of our top CSI companies have fallen to foreign predators
in recent years. But the signs for the future are now,
frankly, rather encouraging:

☂1
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- there were no new foreign acquisitions of major UK
owned CSI companies in 1992 - as we had feared.
Although we still believe that Loglca and Data Sciences
are vulnerable, we believethere is nowa good chancethat
their purchasers could also be UK owned.

0 there are now several major CSI companies with the
track record, financial resources and management to
make it into the top echelons of the international listings:
- Cray Electronics (see p2) with estimated revenues of
£250m+ and PET of £24m+ for 1994.

' ACT (est. revenues of £1 70m and PET of £27m for
1994)
- Misys (est. profits of £16m+ for 1993)

The three companies above are more
than likely to conclude further major
acquisitions in the next year which will
clearly strengthen their position even
further. The acquisition targets will not
only be UK based but also include major
US and European CSI operations.

Other major players include:

~ Granada (estimated revenues of
£200m for 1994)

- MicroFocus (estimated PBT of
£30m+ for 1994)

And we should not forget:

- BT Customer Systems -
, currently the largest UK-owned

A CSI supplier.

- ICL ♥ currently the largest CSI
supplier to the UK market, which

could well be a UK listed company by 1994. In any
event, ICL is clearly "UK-controlled"

♥ 665 and Oracle where the top management positions
are both held by Britons.

To the list can now be added MDISI. At their current run
rate, they could achieve revenues of £250m+ in 1994 by
organic means alone.

If more of these companies can add infernationalsuccess,
inevitably by acquisition, to their undoubted UK success
than the UK might have another chance to sit at the CSI
top table where we rightfully belong. This objective could
be met in just one move if BT
doesacquire EDS, the largest
☜independent☝
CSI supplier inB I I +
the world. See I
page 12
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Electronics

Whichever way you look at the latest interim results from
Cray Electronics for the six months to 31st Oct. 92, they
are both exemplary and exciting. Revenues were doubled
from £40m to £81.9m, PET was up from £500K to £17.8m

and EPS was up from 0.47p to 10.33p.

£30.2m of the increase in revenues was due to the
acquisitions of Autofile (Mar. 92 - £16.8m) and, most
signi cantly, Dowty IT (Jul. 92 - £50m) but the existing
Cray operations also grew by 10%. The major part of the
profits were attributed to a £13m gain on the disposal of
various parts of the business; in particular Malvern
Instruments for £20m. But operating profit increased by
106% to £5.7m and profits from continuing activities also
more than doubled. Net interest payable reduced from
£1.5m to EQOOK. The further sale of bits of the Dowty
operation in Nov. 92 means that indebtedness has now
been eliminated.

The Dowty IT acquisition really seems to have been a
gem. Cray had done the ground work and had the funds
available to act quickly when TI put the operation up for
sale. Cray reckonsthey paid a ☜cheap in anyone☂s books"
P/E of around 4. Dowty made PBT of £1.1m on revenues
of £30m in its first two months as part of Cray.
Cray now operates in three divisions:
Cray Communications (58% of revenues). This is where
the Dowty acquisition resides. Cray reckonsthe market for
its datacoms network products is set to grow by between
15 - 25% pa. Cray now has the expertise, products and
critical mass to compete effectively.

Cray Systems (24% of revenues). Basically the existing
Marcol and new Autofile operations which "has continued
to exceed our expectations".
Cray Technology (18% of revenues). This is what is left
of the original Cray defence businesses plus three small
Dowty operations. Although they "performed satisfactorily☂,
they do not really form part of the new "core" business and
we would not be surprised to see them sold when the right
buyer is found.
Sir Peter Michael, who was very much a ☜hands off☂
Chairman, is stepping down to be replaced by Roger
Holland. Sir Peter☂s parting statement read "As the
companymoves towardsa more internationalbias and the
results ofour recent reorganisation take effect we are well
positioned to take advantage ofthepredictedgrowth in our
industry. Trading continues satisfactorily and, with the
operating companies generating cash, we expect the
balance sheet to strengthen further☝.
Back on 21 st Dec. 92, SG Warburg put out a buy on Cray
when the shares stood at 105p. They reckoned a "share
target price of 138-144p is justifiable☝. The share price
reached this range even beforethe interimannouncement.
Analysts reckon that Cray will make between 215-21 7m
PET in the full year (excluding exceptional profits) and
£24m in 1994. Cray, with annual run rate IT revenues of
£250m (c70% from the UK), is already well set to be
largest UK CSI company both by revenue and profits.
We expect further major acquisitions, particularly in
the software and services sector, this year.

    

'Problems☁ continu☁e☁vatiFte'al. Time control ' -☁
Real Time Control (RTC) specialises in EPOS systems
forthe retail sector. Although they made a £77K toss in the
year ending Stst Mar. 90. they had reported 21m pro ts
in both 1991 and 92. Even Chairman☜ Carroll had been
☜encouraged. by the cun'ent volume of "Sail shctiltih as
recently as July 92. But the latest interim restilts tc'BOth'
Sept. 92 show a 49% drop in PBTvto £258K on revenues
up 4.4% at £3.1m. EPS 'was alse'down 49%. Given the
strong cash position of FITC. the drop in interest rates took
its toll - reducing interest received from '£21'3K to £177K.

The revenue increase is encouragingggiven the Climate in
the retail sector, but "the costs ofobtainingbasiness...heve
been high". Reorganisation of RTC's USdperations. Which
has now abandoned direct marketing,'have""ellminatsd
losses from this operation☝. I ' 1 _' H; .V V ☁ _ V "

The move to service's, away from straight hardware.
provision, was the"reason,for'us'iincluding☁RTC in our,
analyses. .This☁ is nowone' of the brightSpots._ UK sales,
largely because of these Value added services. rese by
12% in the period.vClearly RTC☁s future .prospeds are

commentators believethat will happen laterthis year an
the pent up demand, from the many retailers Who do not
at present have EPOS systems, will cleariyvassist'R☁l'C.

Finance director Teny Wheeler said "If there are no major
banana skins. there shouldbean improvement inbusiness
over the coming year, although it'will ' be slow☝. Source -
Computergram 19th Jan. 93. ' ' ' ' ' '

closely linked to a recovery in consumer confidence. Most '

  

  

Data Sciences

Mike Smith, CEO at Data Sciences, has not had the best
start to the year. He has been off sick at the verytime when
news that Data Sciences (in whole or in part) was "up for
sale"hit the streets. The rumours were strenuoust denied

of course. We don't criticise them in any way for that -
a public ☜for sale" notice hardly helps affairs. In fact we
compliment them for keeping it off the news stands for so
long. For several months quite a few of our readers have
been telling us that Data Sciences has been trying to sell

their Datasolve operation. We didn☂t considerit in anyone☁s
interest to publish the fact. We understand that a bid wa
rejected some months ago - a decision which is probably
now being regretted.

All that Data Sciences would say ☜on the recor " was that
their remaining 29% stake in Pilot was for sale. We
understand that trading profit (before interest) was 25.1 m
- down from £6.25m - in the year to 30th Sept. 92.
However, interest payments would have been at least
£6m resulting in a loss befOre tax. Revenues were up
slightly from £117m to £119m. At the financial yearend
Data Sciences had "positive cash☝ of £42m and "all
interest payments due had been made". As at 31 st Jan.
93, "positive cash☝ had reduced to £2.4m. However, "80%
ofbudgeted revenuse forthe yearare alreadycommitled".

We wish Data Sciences well. They are one of the finest
CSI companies still in UK ownership. We hope that
whatever happens their ownership will stay in UK hands.

  

Dun 8t Bradstreet Software (UK)reported revenues up
17% at £32.4m. PET was up 25% but we have never been
able to determine the base profit figure. Its "mainframe
products are still selling welland the newUNIXandClient/
server offerings are making inroads into the market".
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(Thirty acquisitions later...
There is something decidedly nostalgic about Microgen.
Do you remember microfilm? Microgen started as 'a
micro lm bureau in 1968 but discontinued this activity in
1972 when they started their COM (Computer Output on
Microfilm) activities. ln'1978☁they became a subsidiary of
the Barbour Index but ☜demerged' in 1982. Since thenthey
have undertaken 30 (yes,thirty)☁,vmainly small, acquisitions.
For example, Eurocomfrom Nat. West in 1984, Scanlaser

and Data Pro in 1986, which took Microgen into the
electronic printing business. in the last year theyacquired
the Dataprint operations of Data Sciences and, for a
consideration of'£1.1m☂, the COM activities of NOR in
Denmark ' V

If you are still with us at this point. you are likely to be
amongst the large majority of our readerswho realise that
much of the real money in our industry is still to be made
in servicing yesterday's systems and providing services
which mightbeconsidered asdecidedly☜unsexy". Microgen
now has 5,800 customers, employs 750 people in 33

£9.5m

£20m

£10m

Revenue

1984 1985

Year ending 31 st Oct

1987

Revenue

 

    

  

Microgen - Nine Year PBT and Revenue Record
(Relative to 1984)

£10m

1988

I PBT

bureaux and basically focuses on the production, storage
and retrieval of all manner of commercial information. >
"Over 95% of customers renew their contracts and 80%»
of work is on a regular basis☝.

Given the trading environment of the last year, latest ☂
results for the year to Stst Oct. 92 are really very good.
Although revenues increased by just 3% to £49.3m, PBT »
increased by 13% to £8.24m and EPS was also up 13%.
Cash improved from net borrowings of 21m to 23m net V
cash at the end of Oct. 92.

However, as the chart below shows, profits are☂still lower 1
than the £10m reported in 1988. Acquisition problems
and a ☜deliberate and systematic fraud☝ by asenior
executive contributed towards the tumdown. Even so ,
their performance has been very good compared to many
other medium sized CSI companies.

With increasing European revenues, particularly from
Germany, Microgen believes it has established "a solid
platform for future progress".
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Job IossesCredit card processor, First Data Resources
☜an arms length subsidiary ofAmerican Express" intends
tomake 460 staff redundantduetotheintroduction of debit
cards replacing more labour intensive credit card
transactions FDR acquired Sig net, one of Europe's largest
credit card processors, for £146m from the UK clearing
banks in one of the largest acquisitions in the CSI sector
in 1991. FDR cut 320jobs in 1992 and 166 in 1991.

ICL is cutting 120 from its customer Services division.
AT&T lstel announced that ☜375 jobs Were at risk" (out of
a workforce of 2200 in the UK) and salaries have been
frozen for the rest of the year. Management positions are

the main target. Ungermann-Bass has closed its

Camberley HQ with the loss of 20 jobs.
..and some good news Quality Software Products
have taken on 50 new staff in the last two months and
anticipate revenues up 20% to £13.3m for 1992.

 

Proteus International, which we believe could belhe role
model for the computer products company of the 20005.
maintained their no revenue, continued loss record in the
year to 30th Sept. 92. Their shares have risen from a
launch price of 84p in May 90 to a high of 505p in 1 992. For

 
the secret, see next month's System House.
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SHL Systemhouse
SHL Systemhouse "one ofthe largestsystems integration
andoutsourcing organisations in the world" has announced
Q1 revenues up 10% at $201m and a profit of $300K,
compared with a loss of $1 am last time.

In Europe, Chairman Iain Macdonald has appointed
Michael McGoun as Group MD. Euro revenues have
grown by 8% and ☜services, training and consultancy by
around 30%".

Further CSI gains for DEC UK....

DEC UK has outperformed DEC worldwide making profits
in C12 (to 31 st Dec 92) on revenues of £1 95m. UK revenues
from software and services exceeded product revenues
for the first time. DEC UK☁s FD Paul Biddle says the
company is "putting weight behind services rather than
hedding staff". Source - Computing 2131 Jan. 93.

Sorry...Jonathan
Several of Jonathan's fans contacted us saying that our
comments on him having "a history of management style
differences☝ System House Dec. 92 was unfair. As the current

Pegasus story seems to indicate. the management style
problems seem to belong to others...not Jonathan.
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IBM'5 black Tuesday
Although some System House subscribers say ours is the only journal they bother to read, we cannot believe that
anyone has missed the news of IBM's record breaking $5 billion loss on revenues of $64.5b for 1992 and John Akers
relinquishing the CEO spot. The hunt is now on for a replacement with some very unlikely names being suggested (E.g.
Robb Wilmottl). We believe they need to appoint someone from outside the computer industry.
You might have missed, however. that IBM's software revenues increased by 5.8% to $11.1b (17.2% of revenues).
However, software revenues declined by 2% in 04. Services revenues, which include consulting and systems
integration, rose by a massive 31 .7% in the yearto £7.35b(11.4% of revenues). That now meansthat IBM has worldwide
SCSI revenues of $1 8.5b. ☜IBM sees this sectoras a signi cant growth opportunity and is rapidly expanding its service
operations worldwide☝. Source - Louise Kehoe FT 20th Jan. 93.
IBM UK was IBM☁s ☜blackest spat"; recording losses of £616m (16% of revenues of £3.75b) compared with IBM's
worldwide losses of 7.7% of revenue. IBM UK☂s CEO Nick Temple said the company was "being transformed from a
general computing company to a consultancy and service led business".
Comment

The PI☜ ran a rare leader on the computer industry on 20th Jan. The editorial basically said that the IT world had now
moved on to the point where what happened to IBM in the future was of very little significance. We agree.
We also believe that IBM will not become a majorthreat to the established software and services suppliers. You cannot
make a hardware salesman into an IT consultant

☁ ' In Janue 1993, Mlcroeoft ($26.65b) exceededmerely by changing his or her name badge. We have '3 ,8 market cephalluuon 626.☜)
suggested for many yearsthat IBM should make a bold
move by acquiring a major CSI player to provide the
ethos required. IBM☁s current financial status makes
this increasingly unlikely.

But the IBM lesson has wider significance. Norman
Macrae writing in the Sunday Times (24th Jan. 93)
compared IBM with Sun Microsystems where, he
says, "Investment was demand led, to meet orders
received. Each component was casted; was itcheaper

to make it in Mexico or Taiwan. Unnecessary jobs
were weeded out, including those of three of the four
founders☝. He argued that the current policies of both
the UK Government and the opposition were like the
☜arrogant IBMeconomics☝. He suggested that countries
and companies should "try lots of things that fail
cheaply☝, get rid of "planning regulations which say what garages should notbe used fof☁and "always seek the cheapest
place to make any product or component☝. Readers might well agree.

Microsoft reported revenues up 38% at $938m and profits up 35% at $236m for 02. Microsoft UK, which we estimate
had revenues of £100m in the yearto 30th June 92, is now said to be the most successful international subsidiary with
growth over80% in the last two years.

And as a result of these two diametrically opposed results, the event we have long predicted happened. In Jan. 93,
Microsoft☁s market capitalisation on Wall Street exceed that of IBM for the first time. \.

PL - ☜Best of the Privates" no more
For two years in a row, Information Processing Ltd (IPL) had made it to our "best of the privates"Top Five. This Logica
☜spin-out" seemed to defy therecessionary problems affecting almost all other players in the people based ☜high tech/
complex real time systems" consultancy market. When the company topped our rankings last year, with a 175% increase

in PBT to £1.95m, IPL put outa press release to advertise the achievement.

Latest results for the year to 30th Se t. 92 show that IPL has eventually succumbed to market pressures. Revenues are
P I t v. n Lid "6'" down 8.6%to£8.2m(98%from

- n orma 0 we as ng ☁ the UK) but PBT dropped 74%
SIX YW Pamc njyfw° 39☝☝ from £1.95m to £499K. cash of

£1sz at the end of the previous
year had been wiped out and a
new bank loan and overdraft of
£1 .2m has been substituted.

' ☁7'he directors are satis ed with

. lPL☂s perfonnance...in a ercely

competitive marketplace. The
recessionhascreateda situation

5 in the software industry where
companies with an increasing
number of available staff are
competing for a decreasing
number of contracts☝. /

4 February 1993  
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Rlchard Holway Results Service
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Richard Holway Results Service
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Interim - Jun 91 nal - Dec 91 Interim - Jun 92 Interim Comparison
SMWIW☁ 212,139,000 2 22.321.000 E 10,710,000 -1 1.0%
0°"- "1" 2 575,000 2 2,446,000 2 1.748.000 +2040x.
Sow vie sop 190p 1137;: +153☜

Interim - Dec 91 Interim - Dec 92 Interim Comparison
E 3,470,030 E 3.780100 +92% ☁ ' »
E 240.0(3) E 55.0☜) LON IO Ptdl!
3.651) . 078p Loan to Proiit

Interim - Sep 91 nal - Mar 92 Interim - Sep 92 Interim Comparision
Toul Syngms E 1.285.264 E 2.796.777 E 1.361.536 +53%
pk; 2 3511112 E 756,880 E 424,536 +20%

20300 5,11p 2.650 419.7%

Results nal - May 91 Final - May 92 nal Comparison
Tue. Revenue E 19,698,904 E 19.312030 2.1%
Compmgn pic PBT EE 471.377) E 502.11» Loss to Prdit

EPS 1.98p) 294p Loss to Plait

Interim ~ Oct 91 Final - A0192 Interim - Oct 92 Imerim Comparison
E 2,756,m0 E 6.269.000 E 3.623.000 +3151:

Vog- Group we E 517.000 21,433,000 2 631,000 +22%
2.5p 723': 2.91: +16%

interim - Oct 91 A0 Interim - Oct 92 Interim Comparison
E 14.271.(X)0 E 18,703,000 161.1%
E 1.010.000 £1,305,000 +29%
0.56;) 0,73p +3.74%  _System House_ 6 February 1993



Acqursmons, disposals and

- .IIqUIdatIons
Excellent takeup for LBMS rights
The LBMS right issue at 100p per share, raising £3.8m,
was accepted by 96% of shareholders. Not overly
surprising. Last month LBMS reported a return to profits of
£753K after losses of £271 K last year. The take up could
also well have been influenced by LBMS shares being
priced at 129p on the closing date and ended Jan. at 149p.
The issue will be used ☜to repay preference shares and
eliminate group borrowings".

(Market researchers expand... \
Homtec is the leading UK market researcher on the PC
market - as well as expanding into other CSI market
research areas recently. This month Romtec has
purchased the business of Systems Dynamics - a
communications and network services market researcher.
Systems Dynamics☁ founders will continue in aconsultancy
role for the time being. This will add about £500K to
Romtec revenues. Recently Romtec signed a deal to
handle US Prognostic's market products which will add
an additional £250K revenue. Chairman Russ Nathan
says Romfec is headingfora £3mturnoverthis year-thus
making Nathan☁s ambitions of a Stock Exchange float or
other exit that much more viable.
Leading IT market researcher Frost 8: Sullivan has been

acquired by Market Research Corp (MRC) - very much
the case of David acquiring Goliath. F&S, who already
claimed to be the largest producer of market research in
the world, had revenues of $24m in 1991 - c$9m from
Europe. F&S' London office employs over4o researchers.

On the other hand, MRC had revenues of just $5.5m. As

MRC was a major competitor of F&S. there is bound to be

    

overlap and clearly cutting out such duplication will be key
\Q making the deal work. /
When will they ever learn?
We fully realise that 3i has the largest investment portfolio
of any V0 in the CSI sector but they also must by now have
the highest proportional failure rate as well.
The latest story should by now sound familiar to System
House readers. You may remember we ran a feature last
year on the many UK agents which were dependent for
their survival on retaining distribution rights to software

productsthey did not own. We highlighted thefate of MSP
after US Fourth Shift withdrew distribution rights and set
up their own UK operation. 3i was an investor in MSP too.
This month the exact same fate has befallen Software
Generation lnternatlonal Ltd after US Viasoft withdrew
exclusive distribution rightstotheir IBM mainframeCOBOL
maintenance systems and setup their own UK operation.
3ithen called in a secured loan and the company had little
choice but to appoint the receivers. The training business
is probably worth saving and receivers, KPMG, say that
a number of people have already expressed an interest.
Each month we are sent business plans for evaluation. We
always reject companies which are dependent on the
distribution of just one product for which the IPFt resides
elsewhere. But still VCs continue to invest. As they say,
ou can lead a horse to water but...
The CSA quarterly survey shows 77% of CEO believe
their business will improve in 1993. We agree but we☁ve all
been wrong before.
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The others...PC dealer, Orchard Computers, has
appointedthe receivers. Debts of £228K were reported on

revenues of £1.4m. In another example of the Phoenix

scenario, Richard Green and other ex♥Orchard directors

have now established Sterling IT. Most of the bits of
Apricot dealer, Computerworld, have been sold after

being put up for sale when an administrator was appointed

by its bankers in early Jan. Fraser Associates has
bought the Bristol, Coventry and Cardiff operations for "a

high five figure sum". Debts of 21m will remain. Source -
MicroSoope 13m Jan. 93. Azlan has bought the staff and
assets of Netware distributor, Nett, from Connectica.

Maddox Group, which acquired maintenance operation

Wakebourne and systems house, Express, last Aug. is
now said to be about to acquire the maintenance arm of
Stratagem (which used to be Touchstone, which used to

be MBS...). Aran has acquired ICL software house
Transaction Point from the receivers. The acquisition
will add 21 .5mto Aran's revenues which are now expected
totop 25m in theyeart031 st Mar 94. EDS (Germany) has
made itsfirst everacquisition -ofthe loss-making software
and services arm of Hoesch AG. IBM leasing company,
Dataserv UK, has been bought by its managers from
Bellsouth Enterprises Inc. for an undisclosed
consideration. Tottenham Court Road dealer, Olympic
Technology has gone bust owing at least £3m. Scottish

PC dealer, Computer Shop, has bought the assets of
Ti☁Ko for £75K. IBM has bought 25% of ☜high flying"
Tadpole stock and warrants to subscribe for shares to
take their stake to 10%. The shares were issued at 65p
compared with the currenttrading price of 250p giving IBM
a much needed instant profit of over £900K. Nova Group
has acquired Data Reserve from Track Data Corp for an
initial £113K and a profit-related element of £48K.

Callhaven raises funds
As we indicated last month, Callhaven has raised 21m

from both private and institutional investors. The extent of
Callhaven☁s suffering is demonstrated by the recent profit
record - £472K on revenues of £14.3m in the year to 31st
Mar 91 reducing to £62K on revenues of £1 1 m to Mar 92.
However. unaudited management accounts indicate a
deficit of £433K in the first seven months of the current
financial year.

Callhaven☂s main claim to fame was as an Apple supplier
but they have recently diversi ed into other hardware and
value added services. The funds will be used to reduce
indebtedness but acquisitions are also being considered,
e.g. a multimedia publisher.

Callhaven shares will be available under the Stock
Exchange's 535 (ii) facility.

805 makes third acquisition
BCS Computing, named after its founders Mike Brooke.
Paul Clifford and Gordon Skinner, has announced itsthird

acquisition. They have taken an 80% stake in Tudor
Business Systems- a£2m revenuecompany specialising
in systems for accountancy practices. BCS, now just a
yearold, alsohas "sizeab/e equilystakes☝inboth Prologic
(fashion industry) and Context (housing associations).
Thefunds come both from Skinner and Brooke☂s personal
coffers, resulting from previous involvements with MBS
and TIS, and from venturecapital companies, Abingworth
and Quester. BCS still plans a stock market float when the
time is right.
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Extra anchovies on the
sales ledger, please
Defining what is and what is not a
computing servicescompany has
always been a problem. The
problem has now taken an
unexpected turn with Star
Computers☂ reverse takeover
of Pizza Express.

We seem to have crossed swords with Star every time we
put pen to paper. We would dearly love to ignore them -
but they keep doing the unexpected. Th reeyears of losses
were seriously hard for us to ignore. Then they sold their
maintenance operationto Misysfor £2.7m. Ourcomments
on the sale caused outrage at Star. When we reported
Gordon Skinner☂s stake building we were accused of
being Skinner☂s mouthpiece. Then in Aug. 92, LukeJohnson
and Hugh Osmond bought a22% stake from the Star
directors and, soon after, the first profit (albeit just £1 1 9K)
was reported for the year to 30th June 92. Statements of
confidence were based on "Star☂s future as a uni ed
systems group".
Now Star has issued 35m shares at 40p each, raising
£14.6m, to buy Pizza Express. Star had a capitalisation of
£3.2m when their shares were suspended at 47p pending
the announcement. Peter Boizot, the founder of Pizza
Express (the UK☁s most successful pizza chain which
made PBT of £2.4m on revenues of £29m last year) will
become chairman. The share issue was ten times
oversubscribed - quite a record nowadays.
Star also announced its interim figures for the six months
to 31 st Dec. 92 (also a record forStar - they are usually the
last, not the first, to report). These show a return to profits
of £55K (£24OK loss last time) on revenues up 9% at
£3.79m. Cash reserves now stand at about QBOOK and
EPS is 0.8p. This was achieved despite a £750K R&D
investment. Coopers & Lybrand awarded a major £200K
contract for new accountancy products and, apparently,
their Pinnacle maintenance management systems have
enjoyed success, particularly in export markets.
Star is adamant that the CSI activities will remain as a self-
contained subsidiary of the new group. Founder and
previous Chairman, David Blechner, said ☜We don't know

much about pizzas and the pizza people don 't knowmuch
about computers, so we won't interfere with each other☝.
Source - Computing 14th Jan. 93. Even though Blechner says

Star is "too big to run down but not big enough to sell☝ -
Source» Computergram 2nd Jan. 93 - we suspect they will be

sold off as soon as all the fuss dies down.
How on earth we handle Star (or Pizza Express as it will
now be known) in future in our CSI Index, God only knows.

Misys soars again
Three years ago, in Jan 90, Misys announced ☜soaring
profits"- up 183% to 25.1 4m in the six months to Nov. 89.
The shares had also performed well hitting a high of over
450p in 1989. Analysts were forecasting full year profits
of £15m. It didn☂t quite work out that way. Indeed, profits
in thefull yearto Nov. 91 had fallen to £5.6mand the share
price sunk to an all time low of 68p.

Three years on, Misys is once again ☜soaring' . PET is up
88% at £6.8m on revenues up 28% at £41.1m and EPS
has increased by 70% for the six months to Nov. 92.
Likewise, the share price has also soared reaching 452p
the day after the announcement - up 44% since tst Dec.
92 alone.

The success seemed to be across the board. After the
purchase of the Countrywide Group in 1992 (which
some describe as the deal of the decade) the financial
services division (retail distribution and insurance services)
was the best performer with revenues up 50% and
contributing £4m of PBT. This month, Misys issued a
statement confirming its interest in acquiring its main
competitor in the insurance sector - Burns-Anderson
International Network (BAIN). BAIN, made minimal
profits of just £1 5K in 1991. Computer Solutions (incl. CP
- the IBM AS/400 operation) defied the market with
revenues up 130% to 29.1 m and PBTof£854K. Computer
maintenance also made good progress. Open Systems
(based around the old TIS) did less well with PBT down
22% to £218K. Mentor and Team ☜remain particularly
depressed" but it was reported that ☜all companies in the
group Were profitable in the period".

80 why should sceptics view Misysdifferently now than
three years ago?. The majority of the growth this time was
organic. There has been no major acquisition activity at
Misys for over two years. Misys was one of the rst to
sufferfrom the recession and tookthe remedial medicines
sooner than most. They are now reaping the rewards. In
addition, Misys still has one of the strongest top
management teams, headed by ex-Hanson Kevin Lomax,
that you will find anywhere. They are cash rich. Even after
spending £3.5m on acquisitions cash increased from
£9.9m to £12.4m in the period. Misys is not looking for
major acquisitions this year. Then, their expansion target
will be the US.

These results have been achieved by increasing market

share. Even if the economy does not recover this year,

that trend should continue as many of its competitors get
weaker and weaker. But just imagine what could happen
if the "green shoots☝do appear! Analysts say Misys is on
target to make £16m PBT this year.

This time we think they will do it.

 

Losses at CGS and another wet year on the way

Flesults at CGS for the year to 315i Dec. 92 had rather more in common with IBM than they did with Misys (above). A
net loss of FFrBOm was reported (profit of FFr560m in 1991). Although revenues increased by 19% to FFr12b
(c$2,260m) without the acquisitions of Volmac and Programmator, CGS would have registered its first ever revenue
decrease, of about 5%. Revenues exclude Gemini Consulting which grew by amassive 37% to $370m.

Vincent Grimond, CGS Finance Director, was quoted as saying "..everyone discovered the nasty economic surprise
in the secondhalf☂. Source - Computergram - 291h Jan 93. We wonder where he☁s been for the last few years if it came as that
much of a surprise. We also note that the French unions which mounted a one day a week strike have won a reduction
in the number ofjob losses. We wonderwhat would have happened if Hoskyns staff inthe UK had takenthe same action?

Anyway, Geoff Unwin said that FM order books in the UK had doubled. Indeed, FM now accounts for 20% of CGS
revenues, CGS expects little improvement in 1993. However, new operating structures and the encouragement of trans
national synergistic working "should enable CGS to cross the lord by Jan 94". Is 93 really sink orswim year for CGS?
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CSI Share Index - another month of gains
Our CSI Share index rose by another 6% this month,

compared with a decline of over 1 % in the FTSE100. This
year we have added comparisons with the new FTSE
Small Cap Index, which more accurately covers the
majority of CSI stocks. Against a gain of 7.4% in the Small
Cap. Index, CSI stocks did not do quite as well. All pundits

seem to be agreed that small companies will be the best

performers in 1993 - but this advice may be a little late for

At the other end of the scale, ElT plunged to 10.5p - dOWn
another32% on the month. Rumours about ElT's financial
position increased this month with reports that a winding-
up order for a debt of £125K owed to Dataproducts, with
supporting creditors pushing the gure up to £600K, was
adjourned to Feb. Source - MicroScope 27th Jan. 93..

Real Time Control also lost 23% on the 49% decline in
PBT reported this month (see p 2).

CSI investors who have already seen their index increase

by 139% in the last two years.

Gresham Telecomputing was by tarthe best performer;
doubling its share pricethis month on top of a gain of 222%
in 1992. See p12. P8P put on +48% to 43p; still a long way
from the 1990 rights issue price of 185p. Radius (+42%)
and Kewill (+31%) also did well on recovery hopes.
Amongst the largest companies, Cray rose 31% to 143p
on a Warburg buy recommendation. when the shares
stood at 105p, and excellent results (see p2). With a
current capitalisation of £288m, Cray has now overtaken
Sema (£255m ♥ down 12% this month) in the rankings.
Misys (+26%) also spurted ahead on betterthan expected
results reported this month. At 452p. Misys is now backto
the high hit in mid 1989 - but rememberthey then plunged
to 68p! We do not expect a similar dive this time (see p8).

Computing Services Index
31st January'1993

April 15th 1989 = 1000

1689.91

Month - 31/12/92-31/1/93
From 15th Apr 89
From tst Jan 90

From 1st Jan 91

From 1st Jan 92
From 151 Jan 93

+6.04%

+66.99%

+83.67%

☜38.73%

+61 .7491:

    

. . . .

System House CSI Share Prices and Caprtalrsatron
Share price Share price capitalisation capitalisation

Share Price capitalisation Historic CSI index ☁36 move % move move (Em) move (Em)

31/1/1993 (Ep) (51/1/1993 (Em) PIE 31/1/93 since 31/12/92 in 1993 since 31/1/92 ln1993

ACT £1.68 £236.90m 15.51 2689.07 13.51% 13.51% £28.20m £28.20I☁n

Admiral £4.10 £44.3Clm 18.72 2971.01 6.49% 6.49% £3.00m £3.00m

Capit- £4.34 £66.00m 27.63 4340.00 2.36% 2.36% £2.10m H.10m

Computer People £0.85 £11.80m 15.51 349.79 14.86% 14.86% £1.50m £1 .SOm

Crey Electronlce £1.43 £288.30m 44.53 833.33 30.73% 30.73% £67.80m £67.80m
EIT Group £0.11 £5.25m Loss 420.00 -32.26% 432.26% -£ 2.50m <£ 2.50m
Electronic Data Processing £4.75 £41.30m 12.37 4846.91 -1.04% -1.04% 4: 0.50m -£ 0.50m
Enterprise £0.22 £17.70m Lo§ 174.00 6.10% 6.10% £2.50m £2.50m

Gresham Telecomputlng £0.59 £18.50m 29.90 623.65 100.00% 100.00% £9.26m £9.26m
Hoekyne £4.53 £423.60m 78.10 2209.75 0.44% 0.44% £1 .90m £1 .90m

INSTEM £0.85 £3.82m 5.59 850.00 0.00% 0.00% £0.00m £0.00m

. Kalamazoo £0.30 £5.44m Los 295.00 11.32% 11.32% £0.56m £0.56"!
Kowlll £0.72 £8.60m 3.62 284.59 30.91% 30.91% £2.03m £2.03m

Leermonth & Burchett £1.49 £25.90m 212.86 1241.67 17.32% 17.32% £4.70m £4.70m
Logch £1.87 £115.00m 26.71 512.33 13.33% 13.33% £13.70m £13.70m

Macro 4 £5.81 £130.70m 21.92 2342.75 11.09% 11.09% £13.00m £13.00m

Micro Focus £28.55 £394.00m 34.36 13792.26 6.13% 6.13% £25.50m £25.50m

Mlcrogen £2.20 £85.80m 15.94 940.17 17.02% 17.02% £12.50m £12.50m

Mlcrevltec £0.28 £18.30m Loss 682.93 16.67% 16.67% £2.60m £2.60m

Mlaye £4.52 £174.00m 25.39 1124 .38 26.26% 26.26% £36.20m £36.20m

MMT £1.25 £13.30m 15.82 744.05 12.61% 12.61% £1.50"! £1.50!☜

P&P £0.43 £23.80m 47.78 192.83 48.28% 48.28% £7.70m £7.70m

P-E international £0.49 £10.70m 10.00 201.65 0.00% 0.00% £0.00m £0.00m

Pegasus £1.24 £7.88m 16.32 337.88 7.83% 7.83% £0.57m £0.57m

Proteus £4.48 £121.00"! Loss 5333.31 7.95% 7.95% £9.50m £9.50m

Radiue £0.63 £17.20m 78.75 456.52 46.51% 46.51% £5.50m £5.50m
Real Time Control £0.66 £4.62!" 5.95 1346.94 -23.26% -23.26% -£ 1.40m -£ 1.40m
Rolie G Nolan £2.40 £13.60m 15.09 2835.09 0.00% 0.00% £0.00"! £0.00m

5'8. G'OUP £5.34 £109.50m 17.28 4107.68 9.43% 9.43% 29.50111 £9.50m
Sanderson £2.51 £22.10!" 10.46 1068.09 10.57% 10.57% £2.10m £2.10m
50"" 6'0"!) £2.80 £254.80m 25.41 880.50 42.50% -12.50% -£ 36.40m -£ 36.40m
Sherwood £2.55 £15.60rn 13.01 2124.99 0.00% 0.00% «1: 0.20m -£ 0.20m
Star £0.47 £3.20m 24.74 391.67 0.00% 0.00% £0.00m £0.00m

Total £0.83 £8.30m 16.24 1566.05 9.21% 9.21% £0.70m £0.70m

Trace £0.36 £5.03m 12.24 288.00 0.00% 0.00% £0.03m £0.03!"

Vega Group £1.30 £18.30": 17.98 1065.57 16.07% 16.07% £2.50m £2.50m

Vlatec £0.26 £31.60!" 17.11 1136.30 6.12% 6.12% £3.80m £3.80m           Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 1sth April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Emhenge are allocated an index oi 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI Index is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largest company has the same effect as a similar change for the smallest company.
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Acquisition survey shows ☜green shoots☝ of recovery
As System House readers know, each year we produce a has fallen slightly from 15 (1 991)to 13 (1 992), the multiple
review of all the acquisitions involving UK computing of revenue has increased from 0.75 (1 991 ) to 0.89 (1992).
services companies - either as the buyer or the seller. This Effectiver buyers are acquiring more profit but lessturnover

for each pound of investment made in
acquisitions - the classic situation found

7 just before financial recovery .
- Numberulduh Totaleonudontlan [:1 Avongednlvnlu-

Acquisitions In the IT Industry Involving UK Companies

There has been a substantial reduction in
the disposal of unwanted divisions and
subsidiaries - down by 36% in 1992. -Many
of the traditional hardware and
communications companies have
refocused into the software and services
Sector. Indeed this sector was the only one
to showa real increase (44%) in acquisition
activity. UScompaniesre-emerged in 1992
as major buyers of UK and European IT
businesses. Indeed US companies bought
28% more UK companies in the year. The
number of quoted IT companies acquired
also declined; from 11 in 1991 to seven in
1992. The reduction was even more marked (
in the CSI sector; falling from five in 1991 to
just one - the ACT acquisition of NMW - in
1992.

International acquisition activity might also give hope to
the UK. There has been little activity

I by French or German companies.
as those countries moved into
recession. The only real exception is

Quoted _ Fu" FranceTelecom which concluded
three transactions in the UK in 1992.
The US regarded the situation very
differently. Sensing that the
recession had ended both in the UK
and the US, many US companies

m [5.6]; :1 0.0m

 

year we have joined forces with acquisitions specialists
Regent Associates to produce the - -
review; which has been extended to .

includethe whole lTsector. The 100
page review, which lists all the
reported acquisitions undertaken in
1992, together with full and incisive QUOied ' USM
comment on all the important deals, Private
will be available from Richard Europe (non UK)
Holway Ltd. in March and will cost North America

 

£495. 0 4 4 . . .
g , . ac utred their European a ents in

The number of transactions. whichE1922 9
includes only those deals with

. . . . Peter Rowell. Managing Director of Regent Associates0 )

;°?:g12er$::?:t:fcewlng ESOOK☁deCImed bymmo 233 commented ☜1992 was the year in which the industry

consideration fell ' Five IT DealS☁in☁1992.£☜ I. posmone" "55/
I ' v - I '- H V fortheantlcrpated ☂even more Date Type : V Ty☝ . I

dramatically; ☁ ☁ .. . v, .
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fromgasbtoQZb Mar-92 Consortium Private Covia and Galileo Division £175m(Est) and beyond. The

The most Aug'92 P'ima'k COVP- D&B/Datastream Division f I' d it e tic

signi cam reason Jul-92 Cray Electronics SE Ti Group/Dowty IT Division :mjgltonfgggty

for this reduction N°V'92 ATa☁T'Ste' PriVate Dalaid 9 5.
when followed by
the recession,

was bound to create a period of consolidation. For two

was the absence Jul-92 ICL Private Technolo

of any major deals. The largest deal was the consortium

acql☁iSitiO☝ Of the (Fm/i3 and 6?☜le airline rese☂va qn years we have seen the traditional buyers locus on their
systems for an estimated constderation of £175m. This owebusinessandprotec ngthey/[WWW

was the only deal valued in excess 0' This has resulted in the sheddln of
£100m - the first time this has been the Mum'e Acu'smons "1 1992 gcase Since we started com "in our Misys unwantedsubsidiariesaridtheavoidance

d P 9 ICL of risky expansron plans .
recor s. .

.nm R a. . - ICI'O e ro r1992 involved computing serVices Pntencrie☁é g p 1992 The largest increase . up 24% _
companies, rather than hardware '
oriented IT companies. In general prices caplia
paid have hardened. Although the Seven comanies
average price multiple of Profits after Tax

__ System House

was amongst value added resellers
(VARS), especially those with specific
skills and software focused on vertical
market sectors. Consultancies and other
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☜people based" businesses sawa majordecline.

Ourviews about the after effects of acquisitions

are so well known that the mere mention of
☜acquisition indigestion☝ can cause yawns
nowadays. However, it does appear from these
current findings that many more companies
have now learnt the lessons and the outcome is
more positive thanfora long while. In particular:

- there is evidence that the results of earlier
acquisitions are now proving highly beneficial

for many companies. The best examples of

major acquisition success would be Cray
Electronics (now the largest UK CSI company
after its highly effective purchase of Dowty IT -

latest interim results show PBT up from £500K
to £17.8m). ACT (where a combination of the
diSposal of the Apricot hardware operation and
many CSI purchases has created a CSI group

with a current capitalisation of £236m), Misys

(perhaps the most acquisitive UK CSI company.
has recently really started to perform lately),

sage (afterthe major acquisition of US DacEasy) and ICL
(where CSI acquisitions have made the company the envy
of many, often larger, competitors).

Acquisitions In the IT Industry Involving UK Companies
Software and Computing Services Companles only

-Number or an]; Total consideration Shaman deal value

俉1.4b £11.8m

122

 

into a small number of large international players and a
very large number of much smaller ☜niche players☝. The
few remaining mid sized companies are vulnerable to

predators and the prices paid will reflect their rarity
value. The buyers will include the obvious (068),

the telecom operators (BT, AT&T, France Telecom)
and, we believe, the hardware manufacturers. If

ICL really is the "role mode/"(a remark attributed to
Nick Temple, CEO at IBM UK) then we can expect
the major hardware manufacturers to cement their
desire to move into the software and computing
services sector with major acquisitions. But smaller
companies, which have proved their market position,
should also be able to command high prices; if and
when they decide to sellout.

The future does indeed seem brighter bytheday. As
the gloom of recession gradually lifts and the UK is
considered to be one of the safer havens in an
increasingly troubled European economic scene,
UK CSI companies will command higher and higher
prices. We previously believed that UK companies
would be acquired by overseaspredators. However,
the current evidence indicates that UK companies
will themselves be the most powerful buyers. The
targets will be predominately other UK companies,

but increasingly sights will be turned to Europe.

We have not felt so ositive for years.

Acquisitions involving UK Companies
Software and Computing Services Only

1.1

Multiple
of

Revenue

Multiple
of

Revenue

- there is absolutely no shortage of funding for the right

deal. Firstly, our Share Index of quoted CSI companies
increased by 53% in 1992 (compared with a rather more
modest 14% increase in the FTSE 100). The better run
quoted CSI companies have no problems in raising funds,
as recent rights issue from Cray, LBMS etc. demonstrate.
But well run private companies also should have no
problems raising the money. Schroder Ventures, for
example, recentlyannouncedthat it had ear-marked £250m

forinvestment in expanding
IT companies.

But perhaps the most
important spur to
acquisition activity is the
need to create critical mass.
Few would now doubt that
the IT industry is polarising
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Acquisitions Involving UK Companles In 1992

Software and Computing Services Companies Only
Industry Sector of Acquired Company

  

   

     

    

Notes: ' Only deals with a
consideration In excess of
ESOOK are included.
~Consideration="tbtadmptront"
clement + 50% of maximum
performance related element.

' ☜UK☝ companies are deemed
to be those where control, rather
than ownership, resides in the
UK.

February 1993     
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BTand EDS7 ( "Thepatlenceofourshareholders willbe Wei/rewarded" \
Two months ago System House ran a story abOUt EDS 80 said Sid Green Chain-nan ofGresham Telecomputlng
being "up for sale" as a result of the financial problems at atthe interim stage. So it came to pass as theirshares were
GM and that BT was rumoured to be the lead contender the best performers in the sectorin 1992 (up 222%) andare
We ran the story past EDS at the time and were told our up another massive 100% this month. Given theproblems
views were ☜lair comment☝. This month the rumours he inherited from the Telecomputing "merger" in Apr. 91 ,
surfaced again in the Dallas Morning News. BT were said coupled with the ☜very tough"trading conditions, we think
to be in negotiation with EDS since Nov. A 25% stake was Green should be very satisfied with the latest results forthe
mentioned. Neither party will confirm or deny the story. year to Gist Oct. 92. On a 'proforma" basis. although
We believe logic forthe acquisition is "impeccable☝and we revenues reducedtrom £10.75m to £7.25m, PBTincreased
look tomato with unbounded pleasure to the largest CSI marginally to £767K. EPS nearly doubled.
company in the world being UK owned. R&D expenditure increased to £800K but the benefits of
Oracle outpaces the opposition the new product lines and sales strategy have yet to be
Oracle Corp, reported profits up 147% to $33m in Oz (to reflected in the financials. Dataserve product revenues

aoth Nov. 92) on revenues up 24% to $354☁m, That have now just started and tp+,which has been selected by
compares with a loss of can$e_9m at Cognos for 03 on Dun &Bradsteet forall their UNIX based systems, is about

revenues up 7% at .Can$37.6m. Oracle is also 10 come 0☜ Stream-
outperforming its other rivals. Intermix reported revenues \Green is "optimistic and con dent☝ about the future. /
up 41% at $68m and Sybase up 63% at $67.4m for 03. Jolly[apes

'ngmsmllyearmsuns (☁0301hJun- 92) ShOWBdQTOW'hO' Romtec☁s newsletter Review featured a satirical look at
around 40% at $245m. All just a fraction of the revenues the trade press with awtdely improbable spoofof an article

reported by OraC'e- actually "we/wm/☁ng channel T&Cchanges."Mlcroscope,
Bl☝ the gures are intereSiing (if "01 i3inaZli☁Q) foranomer at which the spool was clearly aimed, fought back in its
reason. They show that companies in the 4GURDMS Microsoap column but failed to comment that its main.
marketplace are currently 9"0Win9 by in excess 0f 25% headline in the same issue was... "Pegasus dealers hlt
p.a. - at least three times the optimistic growth rate for the our 31 snide, mes", Source . Microscope 20th Jan. 93.

SOS! mm☜ as a Whole' On a more serious note, we have often said that one oi the
Da☁aques'con rms demise anhe mainframe main reasons for Pegasus☁ current problems was that, in
The latest Dataquest study indicates that revenues from the words of reinstated CEO Jonathan Hubbard-Ford. they
hardware salesfell by 2.3%to $1 04.5b in 1992. Mainframe had "failed to maximise opportunities to work with the client
sales were the hardest hit, falling by 1 6% to $22.5b. As first base". Sage is successful because they earn over 40% of
indicated in 1991, PCs and workstations are now clearly their revenues from upgrades and associated services to
the largest sector with 55% of worldwide revenues - bLn their customer base. Pegasus has a golden opportunity it
PCs ontheirown ($46.5b) arewithinawhiskerofovertaking they can tap into their installed base of 60,000 sites.
the combined sales of mainframes and mid range ($47b). Dealers may well complain but it we were in Hubbard-
Although IBM ($5.8b) still leads the PC stakes, Apple is Ford's place, we would make the maximum use of this

 

   

           

  

 

  

    

   

  

 

  

                

catching up fast ($5.5b). golden asset too.
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